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We investigate the conversion between transverse mode structures in four-wave mixing in a heated
rubidium vapour. While angular momentum conservation in this nonlinear process dictates the
selection rules for the angular quantum number, the role of the radial quantum number is more
esoteric. We demonstrate experimentally that a clean Laguerre-Gauss mode LG`p =LG
0
1 can be
generated by converting LG10 and LG
−1
0 near-infrared pump beams – but only if the length of the
atomic medium exceeds the Rayleigh range. In the same regime we also observe a direct transfer of
the total radial quantum number from input to generated light modes.
Laguerre-Gauss (LG) beams and their corresponding
orbital angular momentum (OAM) have been a burgeon-
ing research area since their association in 1992 [1]. They
have applications in microfabrication [2], entanglement
protocols [3, 4], multiplexing in classical as well as quan-
tum communication systems [5–7], and are summarised
in a plethora of reviews and roadmaps [8–11]. These
studies have been devoted almost exclusively to the study
of the azimuthal mode index ` of the LG modes, while
the radial index p remains largely unexplored.
The azimuthal mode number has a simple geometrical
interpretation: beams with an azimuthal phase winding
exp(i`θ) carry an OAM of `~ per photon, a quantum
interpretation of the Fourier conjugate relation between
angle and angular momentum. Understanding the radial
mode number however is less intuitive, as the observed
p-mode decomposition of a beam depends on the chosen
fundamental waist, and a generating function is not read-
ily identified [12]. Nevertheless various strategies have
been devised to assess radial modes [13–18], and several
recent publications highlight their role in detailed quan-
tum investigations [19–24].
In nonlinear processes, including spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion (SPDC), second harmonic gen-
eration (SHG) and four-wave mixing (FWM), the full
3D overlap of all participating modes determines the effi-
ciency of mode conversion [25, 26]. The transverse over-
lap, specifically the integration over the azimuthal angle,
is sufficient to define phase-matching, and hence angular
momentum conservation in nonlinear crystals [26–29] and
in atomic vapours [30–33]. In extended media however,
the relative Gouy phase of the involved modes becomes
important [34–39].
Here we perform and analyse FWM of arbitrary LG
modes in an atomic vapour. The nonlinear effects oc-
cur over a region that can exceed the Rayleigh range, a
regime not usually accessed in crystal-based SPDC and
SHG. We can reach the equivalent of both the thin and
thick crystal limit, characterized by fundamentally differ-
ent behaviours. The axial mode overlap leads to an ad-
ditional phase matching condition – Gouy phase match-
ing – which gains importance as the interaction length
reaches and exceeds the Rayleigh range. This restricts
the number of modes generated in the thick medium
regime, allowing us to demonstrate clean azimuthal-to-
radial and radial-to-radial mode conversion.
Before discussing the experiments we briefly outline
our theoretical model. We predict FWM efficiency by
evaluating the mode overlap integral of all involved com-
plex electric fields, following Refs [30, 33, 40],∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ ∞
0
r dr
∫ L/2
−L/2
dz u780 u776 u
∗
IR u
∗
B, (1)
where the subscripts denote the input electric fields at
wavelengths 780 nm and 776 nm, and the generated fields
at 5233 nm (IR) and 420 nm (B) (Fig. 1 inset). We use
cylindrical polar coordinates, and assume that the pump
fields are focused at the centre of a vapour cell of length
L.
Any paraxial beam u(r, z, θ) can be decomposed in the
LG`p basis (for more detail see Supplementary Section
S1),
LG`p(r, z, θ) = A
|`|
p (r, z, θ) e
i`θ eiΦG(z), (2)
where A
|`|
p is a complex amplitude and the azimuthal
phase is `θ. The Gouy phase
ΦG(z) = −(1 + 2p+ |l|) arctan(z/zR), (3)
describes the phase evolution of a mode propagating
through a focus, with zR = piw
2
0/λ denoting the Rayleigh
range for a beam waist w0. The relative Gouy phase be-
tween modes with different mode number N `p = 1+2p+|l|
crucially affects mode conversion.
The azimuthal integral of Eq. 1 leads to the condition
that OAM must be conserved
`780 + `776 = `IR + `B. (4)
We assume the Boyd criterion [41] holds, i.e. the waists
of the generated fields yield the same Rayleigh range as
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup and level scheme. Fibre-coupled
780 nm and 776 nm pump beams from extended-cavity diode
lasers (ECDLs), are independently shaped on an SLM (inci-
dence angle exaggerated) into pure LG`p modes. They are re-
layed through beam telescopes, combined on a non-polarising
beamsplitter (NPBS), co-circularly polarised with a quarter-
wave plate (λ/4) and focused into a hot rubidium vapor cell.
A filter isolates the blue light generated by FWM. The near-
and far-field from the Rb cell is imaged on cameras CCDNF
and CCDFF, and analysed using a removable tilted lens.
the pump fields. Evaluating the axial integral introduces
a dependence on the relative Gouy phase of the modes.
Fields with differing mode number N `p slip out of phase
as they propagate through the cell, leading to a reduced
FWM efficiency.
In the extreme thick crystal limit, where zR  L, the
Gouy phase of each field changes by N `ppi as it propagates
through the cell. For the beams to remain (Gouy) phase-
matched, the total mode order must therefore also be
conserved, leading to the condition
(N `p)780 + (N
`
p)776 = (N
`
p)IR + (N
`
p)B . (5)
Only mode combinations that obey Eqns. 4 and 5 con-
tribute to FWM. This is strictly true only in the thick
crystal limit. For any extended medium, however, the
evaluation of the axial mode overlap integral results in
a decreased efficiency of mode combinations with un-
matched Gouy phases.
In our experiment the 420 nm light is generated as a
superposition of one or more modes, depending on the
ratio of cell length to Rayleigh range. The presence of
multiple coherent modes becomes apparent from the spa-
tial variation of the light’s intensity on propagation – in-
dividual LG modes, and their incoherent mixtures, have
a self-similar intensity profile upon propagation, with ra-
dial size scaling as the beam radius. Interference between
coherent superpositions with differing mode number and
hence Gouy phase, however, results in a modulation of
the intensity profile [42–46], with notable differences be-
tween near and far field profiles. This behaviour serves as
a simple way of determining mode population and coher-
ence experimentally. We additionally analyse the modal
decomposition in a single plane using a tilted lens tech-
nique [47].
Our FWM scheme (Fig. 1) utilises the extreme single-
pass efficiencies found even at milliWatt powers in the
highly non-degenerate diamond atomic level system of al-
kali metal vapours [48–54]. Near-infrared external cavity
diode lasers (ECDLs [55]) at 780 nm and 776 nm pump
the input transitions of an 85Rb diamond level system
(inset Fig. 1), with laser and lock details given in the Sup-
plementary Section S2. FWM, seeded by initial sponta-
neous emission, generates coherent light beams at 5.2µm
and 420 nm, in the cascade back to the ground state. We
use two separate regions of the same SLM to indepen-
dently shape the complex amplitudes of the 780 nm and
776 nm pump laser beams, generating high purity LG
modes [33, 56].
Our experimental setup permits us to vary smoothly
between a ‘thick’ (zR  L) and ‘thin’ medium (zR ≥ L),
allowing us to reconcile the respective selection rules for
mode conversion in FWM in the different regimes. We
adjust the beam waist w0 of the pump lasers by using
different telescopic optics, thereby changing the Rayleigh
length zR relative to the fixed cell length of L = 25 mm.
We first investigate the conversion of pump modes with
opposite angular mode indices to FWM light with a non-
zero radial mode index, and examine the behaviour in the
thick and thin medium regimes. Specifically, we demon-
strate FWM for the case of u780 = LG
1
0 and u776 = LG
−1
0
pump light. Fig. 2(a) and (b) depict the corresponding
experimental beam profiles observed in the near- and far-
field as well as through a tilted lens [47] to visualise their
angular mode number `, where the number of lobes is
given by |`|+1 and the tilt corresponds to the sign of the
OAM.
The 5.2µm infrared light is currently absorbed by our
glass cell. If the unobserved IR beam is dominantly
generated in the mode uIR = LG
0
0, OAM conservation
(Eq. 4) dictates that `B = 0. The only solution also
satisfying Gouy phase matching (Eq. 5) is pB = 1, thus
in the thick crystal limit we expect uB = LG
1
0. This is
a counter-intuitive result, as it allows the generation of
light with on-axis intensity from modes with a central
vortex with associated null intensity.
The resulting FWM light at 420 nm is shown for the
thick and thin medium limit in Fig. 2 (c) and (d), respec-
tively. The thick (thin) regime is realised by setting the
pump waist to w0 = 24µm (80µm), corresponding to an
‘inverse thickness’ parameter zR/L = 0.093 (1.03). In
the thick medium regime, Fig. 2 (c), the LG10 and LG
−1
0
pump light generates an almost pure blue LG01 mode,
easily recognised by its bright central spot and surround-
ing ring, separated by a ring of zero intensity. Moreover,
the beam is self-similar in both the near (left image) and
far field (centre), illustrating its single mode nature. The
tilted lens image (right) corroborates this interpretation,
with `B = 0 as determined by the difference between
the number of lobes in the diagonal and anti-diagonal
directions, and pB = 1 by the minimum of these num-
3⊗
FIG. 2. FWM for pump modes with opposite `: LG10 at
780 nm (a) and LG−10 at 776 nm (b). For a thick medium,
we observe 420 nm light in an almost pure LG01 mode (c), in
agreement with our model (e). For a thin medium the experi-
mental (d) and predicted (f) light is a coherent superposition
of LG00 and LG
0
1. Each image triplet in (a)-(f) corresponds
to the near-field (left) far-field (centre) and tilted lens (right)
beam intensity. Individual images are peak normalised, and
colour saturation corresponds linearly to light intensity. In
(g) we simulate the impact of the medium thickness on the
mode purity of the generated light, with LG10 ⊗ LG−11 input.
bers minus 1. These results agree with a simulation of
the beam profiles based on evaluating the mode overlap
integral Eq. 1 shown in Fig. 2 (e).
The situation is markedly different in the thin medium
regime, where Gouy phase-matching is relaxed, while
OAM conservation holds strictly. Evaluating the mode
overlap integral shows that the beam is generated in an
almost equal superposition of LG00 and LG
0
1. This is con-
firmed by our observations and simulations in Fig. 2 (d)
and (f). The near field is a lone intensity ring reminiscent
of the pump field overlap, and the far field is dominated
by a central spot. This arises because the differing mode
numbers, N00 = 1 and N
0
1 = 3 modify the modal inter-
ference from the near to the far field, yielding a pi Gouy
phase shift. Moreover, the tilted lens image confirms that
` = 0 and we no longer have a single mode, as the spots
have no clear nodal delineation. Further experimental
results for 0.49 ≤ zR/L ≤ 1.03 are included in Supple-
mentary Fig. S1.
We support our observations by evaluating the 3D
overlap integral of Eq. 1 as a function of medium thick-
ness, identifying the relative efficiency of all possible out-
put mode combinations uBuIR. We note that this sim-
ple model does not include the effect of the atoms on
FIG. 3. Thick-medium blue FWM light arising from LG10
780 nm pump and 776 nm modes LG2,1,0,−1,−20 (left to right),
with a transition from p = 0 to p = 1 when `776 becomes
negative (Fig. 2).
the optical propagation, e.g. via absorption, Kerr lens-
ing or stimulated processes. In the thick medium regime
this results in the generation of all mode pairs obeying
OAM conservation and Gouy phase matching, i.e. LG01
LG00, LG
0
0 LG
0
1, LG
1
0 LG
−1
0 , LG
−1
0 LG
1
0 in the ratio
0.36:0.36:0.13:0.13 and negligible power in a variety of
additional modes, with more modes becoming viable for
thinner media.
Interestingly our simulations agree best with experi-
mental observations if we constrain the infrared to LG00,
regardless of medium thickness. In our previous work
with LG`>0p=0 input modes [30, 33] this arose naturally for
low ` as the mid-infrared light has a larger waist from
the Boyd criterion. We note that the situation for modes
with p > 0 is more complex as their size no longer scales
as a direct function of the mode index. Instead, we expect
that the selection of the LG00 mode is a consequence of
the full propagation dynamics. Fig. 2 (g) shows the pre-
dicted mode decomposition assuming uIR = LG
0
0. This
assumption is applied to all theoretical results in this
work.
We compare our work with earlier investigations on
mode conversion. While we show results in the thick and
thin medium regimes with zR/L ' 0.1 or 1, respectively,
experiments performed using SHG [34, 37, 38] appear
to all have zR/L ≥ 10, at least an order of magnitude
thinner than demonstrated here. The observed second
FIG. 4. FWM for both 780 nm pump (a) and 776 nm pump
(b) in LG11, with image triplets as defined in Fig. 2. For a
thick medium we observe the blue light in an almost pure LG22
mode (c) as predicted (e). For a thin medium however, the
beam profile changes between near and far field (d), showing
less agreement with our simple model (f).
4LG20
LG10 LG10+ LG11 LG12+LG11 LG11+ LG12 LG12+LG10 LG11+ LG12 LG13+ LG13 LG13+ LG13 LG14+ LG14 LG14+
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FIG. 5. Generation of higher order p modes using FWM in the thick medium regime (zR/L = 0.093). Using a variety of
LG1p780 ⊗ LG1p776 pump mode combinations at 780 nm and 776 nm, respectively, we generate blue light in modes with `B = 2
and 0 ≤ pB ≤ 8, shown as near-field peak-normalised profiles.
harmonic beam profile in these publications agrees with
our assumption that in this thin regime total mode or-
der conservation is relaxed, so that a spectrum of ra-
dial modes can be generated. According to our model,
the most drastic changes to mode conversion happen for
zR/L ≤ 2, before reaching an asymptotic limit. Addi-
tionally, in a FWM system similar to our own, but with
fixed zR ∼ L [31], the 420 nm light was observed as a
ring-shaped intensity profile with slight on-axis intensity,
indicative of partial conversion to radial modes.
For p = 0 pump modes with the same intensity profile,
but equal OAM of ` = 1, OAM conservation and Gouy
phase matching restrict the generated blue light to an
almost pure LG20 mode, regardless of medium thickness
(Supplementary Fig. S2). In this situation, as well as
similar experiments with pump modes of equal handed
OAM, no conversion between angular and radial mode
index occurs. Investigating the onset of angular to ra-
dial mode conversion, we find that for p = 0 pump
beams, the blue light features a radial mode index of
pB = (|`780|+ |`776| − |`780 + `776|)/2, when working in a
thick medium where Gouy phase matching applies (and
for uIR = LG
0
0). We demonstrate this for input modes
u780⊗u776 = LG10⊗LG`7760 , with `776 ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2},
which transform cleanly into a blue LG mode, where
`B = 1 + `776 and pB = 0 for `776 ≥ 0, and pB = 1
for `776 < 0 (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S3).
In the following we extend our investigation to the
mode conversion of pump beams with p 6= 0. In Fig. 4 we
show that pumping with u780 = u776 = LG
1
1 generates
a clean LG22 blue output mode if operating in the thick
medium regime. For a thin medium, a coherent superpo-
sition of modes with different mode orders is generated,
leading to a changing intensity profile between near and
far field. Here our simple theoretical model shows some
qualitative agreement, but with notable discrepancies es-
pecially in the tilted lens decomposition. This may indi-
cate that uIR is no longer constrained to the fundamental
Gaussian mode, or that the Boyd criterion is a poor ap-
proximation in this case, as discussed in Supplementary
Section S1.
In the remainder of this Letter we are working in the
thick medium regime where mode conversion is governed
by Gouy phase matching and OAM conversion, as dic-
tated by the 3D mode overlap. In this regime we find
excellent agreement with our theoretical model when re-
stricting the unobserved IR beam to uIR = LG
0
0. We
demonstrate in Fig. 5 the generation of blue light in LG2p,
where p takes all values from 0 to 8. We achieve this by
using pump modes u780 ⊗ u776 = LG1p780 ⊗ LG1p776 , with
pB = p780 + p776 (Supplementary Fig. S4). The p-index
can be identified from the observed intensity profiles as
the number of nodal rings. We support this qualitative
analysis by showing the associated high visibility interfer-
ograms (Supplementary Fig. S5), formed by superposing
the blue output beam with its mirror image, allowing us
to determine ` by azimuthal Fourier decomposition. Even
at high p values, the interferograms confirm that `B = 2,
indicating high fidelity pump OAM transfer, without in-
creasing the spiral bandwidth, i.e. without spreading the
OAM distribution.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a wide range of
mode transformations facilitated by FWM in an atomic
vapour, exploring the interplay between radial and az-
imuthal mode indices. Specifically, we have seen that
input beams with p = 0 and opposite ` values can gener-
ate a radial p = 1 mode, while FWM light in higher order
radial modes result from ‘adding’ the p-values of the in-
put modes. The generated mode decomposition critically
depends on the medium thickness. Gouy phase match-
ing plays an increasing role as the length of the medium
approaches and exceeds the Rayleigh range, thus limit-
ing the number of participating eigenmodes. Our ex-
periments are consistent, especially in the thick medium
regime, with the assumption that the 5.2µm light is gen-
erated only in the LG00 mode. Interestingly, this cannot
be explained by the mode overlap integrals alone, and a
conclusive explanation is still outstanding.
We expect that our results are of relevance for non-
linear processes beyond FWM. The thick-medium limit
is easily reached in the highly topical area of photonic
waveguides [57, 58], where LG beam modes are now
achievable [59, 60]. The extreme nonlinearities could lead
to highly efficient on-chip wavelength and mode transfor-
mations. In the thin-medium limit [61] we foresee that
the addition of high p modes may lead to high ‘radial
bandwidth’ entangled photons in much the same way
that high ` leads to high spiral bandwidth [33, 62], ex-
tending the potential state space available for application
in optical quantum processes.
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